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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This interim report presents data obtained in Phase 2 of the Scaled Multivent
Test Program.

The objectives of the Scaled Multivent Test Program are to, (1) demonstrate
that single cell loads are bounding by establishing that multivent loads are'

less than single vent loads, (2) determine the trend in loads with number of
vents and demonstrate validity by experiments at several scales, and (3) obtain
data which may be used to confirm analytical application methods. The program
containa single vent tests at four scales (with CONMAP and 4T providing fifth

and sixth scales) and multivent tests at two scales as summarized in Table S-1.
Data from the 1/4 and 5/12 scale single vent tests and a portion of the 1/10
and 1/6 multivent tests are presented in this report.

The five test vessels used ranged in size from 10 to 44 inches in diameter.

All geometries had.the drywell-over-wetwell configuration of Mark II plants

with straight vents. Critical mensions such as submergence, vent-to-pool

floor clearance, vent diameter, ent spacing and wetwell diameter were

linearly scaled; and the vent lengths and the pool-to-vent area ratio were
*

kept constant between geometries.

Special tests in this program, together with previous programs provide data on
the effects of varying these dimensions. In this program chugging data were

obtained over a wide range of conditions (steam flux, air content, pressure,

pool temperature) to contribute to basic understanding of the physics of the
phenomena and hence the effect of scale and the extension of the data to full

scale.

Extensive instrumentation, together with a 28 channel analog tape recorder and
a 64 channel minicomputer-based data acquisition and reduction system provided
data on pool interior and boundary pressures, pool temperature distribution,

vent pressures; water posit 1on and velocity in the vents, vent, vessel and

basemat accelerations, and the.various steady-state test conditions such as

vii
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steam and air ficw rates, system pressure and pool temperature and depth.

Data reduction was accomplished by manually-guided computer manipulations.

The principle test results obtained from Phase 2 are:

a. Mean pool boundary pressures in multivent geometries are less than

the mean pool boundary pressure in the single vent geometry of the

same scale.

b. Trends in mean peak overpressure (POP), mean peak underpressure

(PUP), and mean chug frequency with variation in test conditions

observed in the single and multiple vent tests of Phase 2 are

similar to the trends observed in the Phase 1 tests.

Phase 2 has further contributed toward meeting the objectives of this program.

Table S-1

SCALED MULTIVENT TEST PROGRAM

Single Vent Test Geometries 1/10*, 1/6*, 1/4**, 5/12** scales

Multivent Test Geometries 1/10 scale 3*, 7*, 19** vents
1/6 scale 3*, 7** vents

Additional Test Geometries Effect of drywell volume *
Effect of pool size *

Effect of vent location in the poo1*

| Effect of vent length **

Total Number of Test Geometries = 19
Total Number of Tests = 749

i * Tests performed in Phase 1.
** Tests performed in Phase 2.

viii
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1. INTRODUCTION

This is an interim data report on the Scaled Multivent Test Progra=. This

program has provided a significant data base on chugging in single and multiple
vent gecmetries at several scales. The data base was generated in two phases.
Phase 1 results were presented in Reference 1. This data report discusses the

results of the Pi.ase 2 program and draws on results !.se the Phase 1 program
to make logical connections between the two data bases.

1.1 BACKCROUND

After the initial pool swell transient during a postulated LOCA in a pressure

suppression containment system, steam with decreasing amounts of air is vented
from the drywell into the wetwell pool via the vent system. This condenses
the steam in the wetwell pool and limits the pressure buildup in the contain-

ment. During such steam venting, condensation-driven oscillations have been
observed in various experiments (see Reference 2).

Two types of condensation-driven oscillations have been observed (see Refer-

ence 2). The first type, called " condensation oscillations", occur during the
earlier portion of the blowdown and are characterized by fairly sinusoidal
pressure oscillations in the entire drywell, vent and wetvell system. These

condensation oscillations are followed by the second type of condensation-

driven oscillatiens called " chugging". Chugging is characterized by discrete

bursts of pressure oscillations in the wetwell pool with quiescent periods
between them. The pressure oscillations during chugging are associated with
the rapid collapse of the steam " bubble" at the vent exit and typically exhibit

a pressure spike followed by a da= ped ringout which has predominant frequency
components at the vent and pool natural frequencies.

An overview of the Mark II chugging program is shown in Figure 1-1. The

Mark II Lead Plant Chugging Loads Justification Report (see Reference 3) pro-
vided a technical basis for permitting the licensing review of the lead Mark II

plants to proceed in advance of confirmatory analytical and testing ef forts.

That report demonstrated that design loads were conservatively bounded by the

1-1
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full-scale single-cell loads measured in the 4T facility tests (see Reference 2).

The Scaled Multivent Test Program was initiated to provide experimental con-

f t rmation of the bound ng nature of single-cell loads.

Containment loads for assessment of later Mark II plants may be calculated from

the improved chugging load definition methodology currently under development

in Mark II Task A.16 or by alternate methods. The methods use full-scale single-

cell 4T Jata and extend their application to multivent Mark II plants.

1.2 SCALED MULT1 VENT TEST PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The detailed program plan and description of the Scaled Multivent Test Program

are given in References 4 and 5 and will be briefly summarized here.

The main objectives of the Scaled Multivent Test Program were to determine multi-

vent effects on chugging (such as trends in pool wall pressure magnitudes with

number of vents), to demonstrate that multivent loads are less than single vent

loads, and to provide a data base for assessment of analytical load application

techniques.

To meet these objectives tes'ts in single vent geometries at four scales (1/10,

1/6, 1/4, and 5/12 scale) and multivent geometries at two scales (3, 7, and

19 vents at 1/10 scale and 3 and 7 vents at 1/6 scale) were included in the
Scaled Multivent Test Program. Special tests to determine the effects of dry-

well volume, pool size, and vent location in the pool were also included. The

testing was divided into two phases as shown in Figure 1-2. The overall program

schedule is shown in Table 1-1.

Phase 1 included the design and construction of the test facility (Subsection 2.1),

the instrumentation (Subsection 2.3), and the data acquisition (Subsection 3.1)

and reduction hardware and software (Subsection 3.2). After a shakedown of the

complete facility including instrumentation, data acquisition and reduction

systens tests were performed on the 14 Phase 1 geometries. Five of these

14 gecnetries provided the Phase 1 pcrtion of the baseline single and multivent

test data. These five geometries were the 1, 3 and 7 vent configurations at

1-2
.
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1/10 scale and 1 and 3 vent configurations at 1/6 scale. The remaining

gecmetries tested in Phase 1 provided data on the effects of drywell volume,
pool size and vent location in the pool.

: In Phase 2 an additior.21 test vessel was installed in the test facility, and

five single and multiple vent geometries were tested. These were two more

single vent geometries at 1/4 and 5/12 scale, a single vent geometry at 5/12
scale having increased vent length and two additional multivent geometries

j (19 vents at 1/10 scale and 7 vents at 1/6 scale). The test matrices (Sec-
tion 4) for Phase 1 and Phase 2 covered a wide range of test parameters such

as steam mass flux, pool tcmperature, steam air content, and wetwell airspace

pressure.

The test data and results of the Phase 2 program are presented in Sections 5

and 6, along with some results from the related Phase 1 baseline geometries.

A final report will be issued in the third quarter of 1980 that will include

results of the detailed data analyses currently being perfor=ed.

i

1-3
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Table 1-1
1

SCHEDULE - SCALED MULTIVENT TEST PROGPRI

1978 1979 1980

Activity 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

|

:| Phase 1
l

Facility Construction 6 '

i e
I I

Shakedevn M i

Phase 1 Tests & Analyses Me

e Phase 1 Test Report |

Phase 2

e Phase 2 Tests M

Analysese

e Final Leport y
i

'
.

I
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Figure 1-1. Mark II Chugging Programs Overview
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* Design & Construct Facilityh

* Develop Instrumentation,
Data Acquisition & Reduction
Procedures

I

I-

P:IASE 1 TESTSo,
c

3 14 Test Geometries:
E 1/10 scale - 1, 3, 7 Vents

1/6 scale - 1, 3 Vents _ INTERIM PHASE 1
Variation of Drywell Size, TEST REPORT
Pool Size & Vent Location
in the Pool

Total Number of Tests = 452

PHASE 2 TESTS

5 Test Ga.ometries :
1/4 scale - 1 Vent

m 5/12 scale - 1 Vent (two INTERIM PHASE 2
r

DATA REPORT
o Vent Lengths)
's 1/10 scale - 19 Vents
$ 1/6 scale - 7 Vents

Total Number of Tests = 297~

n

FINAL REPORT
7

Figure 1-2. Scaled Multivent Test Program Overview
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2. TEST FACILITY AND INSTRL' MENTATION _

In this section the test f acility, test geometries and instrumentation ised

in Phase 2 are described.

2.1 TEST FACILITY AND GEOMETRIES

The Scaled Multivent Test Facility is shown schematically in Figure 2-1.
It includes steam, water and air supply systems and five test vessels used
for the single and multiple vent geometries. Of the five vessels, two were
used for Phase 2.

Steam was provided from a 20,000 lb/hr, 200 psi boiler with a full flow
discharge pressure regulator and flow control valves. The steam flow rate
into the drywells was measured with standard orifice meters, with three meters
provided for each test geometry to cover the vide range of flows required in
the test matrix. One of the meters (in a 4-in Schedule 40 pipe) was located

downstream f rom the boiler pressure regulator and delivered steam to a 6-in
header from which the steam was distributed to the geometry under test. Two

" portable" steam flow meters (in a 2-in Schedule 40 pipe) were located close
to the vessel under test to minimize condensation losses from the point of flow

measurement to the drywell, at low flow rates. Steam condensation between the
flow meters and the drywells was estimated to be less than 5% of the metered
steam flow rate for the geometry under test. A constant steam flow was main--
tained independent of drywell pressure fluctuations by using a choked valve
at the steam inlet to the drywell. Coolant water was supplied to the vessel

under test to maintain the desired pool temperature and vent submergence.

The coolant water was pumped from large storage tanks to a header system which
connected to each of the test vessels through isolation valves. The return

coolant was pumped from the vessel through connections located approximately
3-in below the pool surface and was circulated back to the supply tanks through

a cooling tower.

2-1
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Air for pressurizing the test vessels and for mixing with the vent steam flow
was provided by an air compressor. The system was capable of supplying up to
0.4 lb/sec of air at 90 psig. The flow rate of air to the drywell was

measured with turbine meters, and a constant flow rate was maintained by a

choked flow control valve at the inlet to the drywell.

The scaled geometries tested in ihase 2 are shown in Table 2-1 along with the
as-built critical dimensions. The dimensions of t;e reference Mark II con-

tainment from which tests test geometries were scaled * are shown in Table 2-2.
The scale factor is defined as the ratio of the scaled vent diameter to the
nominal vent diameter (24-in). The vent submergence and clearance were scaled

linearly. Drywell volume was scaled by the cube of the scale factor and the
pool to vent area ratio was preserved at the prototypical value.;

The five geometries tested in Phase 2 are shown schematically in Figures 2-2
through 2-5. The wetwell vessel for the 5/12 scale single vent and 1/6 and

1/10 multivent geometries was a custom-fabricated, 44-in i.d. and 3/4-in wall
thickness pressure vessel. For the 1/4 scale single vent geometry, a 28-in

Schedule 40 (27.25-in i.d. and 3/8-in wall thickness) steel pipe was used to

fabricate the wetwell vessel. Drywells for these geometries were mounted on

top of the wetwell vessel with straight vents, similar to the Mark Il con-

figuration. For the 5/12 scale vent tests, coolant water was supplied through

12 2-in diameter connections spaced uniformly around the circumference of the
vessel, near the bottom. In all of the other test vessels, the coolant was

supplied through a single connection on the bottom of the vessel and flowed
into the pool through narrow slits around the periphery of the bottom plate.

These slight differences in water supply technique are not expected to have

any measureable effect on pool temperature distribution.

In the 1/10 and 1/6 scale multivent geometries the vent diameters were 2.32-in
(2.5-in Schedule 80 pipe) and 3.83-in (4-in Schedule 80 pipe), the same as in

the Phase 1 program. In the 1/4 scale geometry the vent diameter was 6.06-in

*The scaling rationale is discussed in Reference 4.

2-2
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(6-in Schedule 40 pipe) and in the 5/12 scale geometry it was 10.02-in
(10-in Schedule 40 pipe). The pool-to-vent area ratio was maintained at
19.5:5% for all Phase 2 geometries as in the Phase 1 program.

The layout of the multiple vents in the wetwell pools was designed to produce
the following features:

a. Constant vent-to-vent spacing for all configurations at a single
scale.

.

Nearly constant vent-to-wall pressure measurement spacing.b.

t

c. Hexagonal cells that were constant in size for a given scale and
whose total area relates in a reasonably constant fashion to pool

area.

Figures 2-6 and 2-7 show the single and multiple vent layouts at 1/10 and 1/6
scale for both Phase 1 and Phase 2 geometries. The multivent layouts were
constructed by maintaining the size of a hexagonal cell surrounding the vents
equal to the hexagonal cell which fits inside the single vent wetwell. The
use of the hexagonal cell concept aids in visualizing the arrangement of
vents in the pool and provides for a similarity in vent layout among the several
multivent geometries. The ratio of the total hexagonal cell area to the pool
area was approximately the same from configuration to configuration. The pool-
to-vent area ratio for the 19 vents at 1/10 scale was 18.9, and the hexagonal

cell to pool area fraction was 0.815. In the 7 vents at 1/6 scale, these

; geometry parameters were 18.9 and 0.89, respectively.

Vent lengths were chosen to be approximately 9-ft for all configurations except
i Geometry R (see Table 2-1 for geometry descriptions) in which the effect of

increased vent length (17-ft) was investigated. This length provided the
best match to the requirement for multiple use of several of the test vessels.
In the multivent geometries of Phase 2, the vent length was the same as the
single and multivent geometries at the same scale tested in Phase 1. All vents

6-3
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1

j extended above the diaphragm plate separating the drywell from the wetwell by
i
'

at least six inches. The vents were welded to the diaphicgm plate and were
'

supported in the wetwell with struts which centered the vent assembly within,

the pool and provided lateral stiffness. In the case of multiple vent geometries,

each vent was also tied to the adjacent vents with struts. These struts were

i 1/2-in thick by 3-in wide steel plate (4-in wide in the case of the 5/12 scale

j vent) welded to the vent pipes, and located near or above the top of the normal

pool level for each scale.

2.2 TEST PROCEDURES

Tests in Phase 2 were run in a steady-state mode in which coolant water was

I supplied to the wetwell pool to maintain a constant mean pool temperature at

a fixed steam mass flux, steam air-content and wetwell airspace pressure. The

pool level, and hence vent submergence, was controlled manually by adjusting the

coolant return race. Steam and air were supplied to the drywell through choked

flow control valves.

A tast was initiated by establishing steady values of the wetwell airspace

pressure, steam mass flux, steam air-content, pool temperature and pool level.

All of these parameters were monitored by the computer-based data acquisition
system and reduced and displayed in real-time to assist the operators in

adjusting the te~t conditions within predetermined tolerances. Following

several minutes of steady operation, the main data acquisition sequence was
initiated and data were collected for around 100 seconds. At the end of the
test, average values of the critical test parameters during the test were

printed out from the computer and checked against the desired test conditions.
,

Under certain conditions it was not possible to maintain a steady pool tempera-

ture and the test was run in a transient pool temperature mode. Generally,.

this occurred at low steam mass fluxes and low subcoolings (high pool tempera-
ture) where significant thermal stratification occurred within the pool, and

an occasional sharp chug would cause rapid mixing in the pool. For these tests,

the coolant flow rate through the pool was set slightly lower than that needed
*

,

2-4
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to maintain thermodynamic equilibrium and the data acquisition sequence was
initiated when the .ndicated pool te=perature was approximately 10*F belowi

the desired nominal value. During the course of the 100 second data acquisi-
~

tion sequence, the temperature would usually rise to about 10*F above the
nominal value.

i

Under some test conditions no chugging occurred, i.e. no appreciable pressure

oscillations were observed. This was at a low steam mass flux and high sub-

cooling (cold pool) where steady condensation occurred at the steam / water'

interface near the vent exit. During these tests no data vete recorded. !'

!

2.3 INSTRDtENTATION

"

The Scaled Multivent Test Facility was provided with sufficient instruments

to obtain the measurements raquired to meet the objectives of the test program.
,

These measurements were classified into two main categories, principal and

system. The principal data consisted of pool wall pressures, " source" pres-
sures, pool temperatures, wall and vent accelerations, vent static pressure

'

and vent water level. In addition to pool pressures and temperature distribu-

tiens, these data were used to assist in a better understanding of chugging

and multivent effects. The system data were needed to establish the test

conditions such as steam and air flow rates to the'drywell, drywell pressures

and temperatures, vent submergence, and wetwell freespace pressure and tempera-

ture. A schematic diagram of the measurement locations is given in Figure 2-8
and the instrument specifications,-cross-referenced to Figure 2-8, are given

; in Table 2-3.

2.3.1 Principal Data '

Pool Wall Pressures - Peol wall pressures were measured using flush-mounted,

fast response pressure transducers which were protected from thermal transients
without loss of frequency response. The pocl wall pressures were measured at
these four horizontal planes in the pool. -

2-3
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a. Approximately 1-in above pool bottem elevation.

b. Mid-clearance elevation.

c. One vent diameter below vent exit elevation at three circumferential
positions.

d. Mid-submergence elevation.

Pool Temperatures - The pool temperature measurements were made with grounded

junction copper-constantan therencouples having a time constant of less chan
one second in water. Temperatures in the pool were measured at 12 locations
for the single vent geometries and the 19 sent 1/10 scale geometry and at 13

i locations for the 1/6 scale seven vent geometry. The temperature measurement

locations were:

a. One thermocouple 3-in above the pool bottom.

b. One thermocouple at the mid-clearance elevation.
,

c. Up to five thermocouples located at one vent diameter below the vent

exit. Tierce thermocouples were mounted on a rake to provide a radial

temperature profile. In the single event and 1/10 scale geometries only ,

I
cwo radial thermocouple were used .: this elevation; the innermost

thermocouple was climinated to avoid possible interference with the

steam bubble dynamics at the vent exit. Also, at this same elevation,

two more thermocouples were located equally spaced around the circum-

ference of the vessel.

d. Five thermocouples were located at the vent mid-submergence elevation,

three on a radial rake and two more at equ ally spaced circumferential

positions,

e. One thermocouple 3-in below the pool surface elevation.

2-6
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Vent, Pool Wall and Basemat Accelerations - The accelerations were measured*

using piezoelectric accelerometers at these three locations:,

a. Accelerometer (up to 3) located on the vent (s), one vent diameter
above the vent exit, the sensitive axis on a plane perpendicular<

to the vent pipe axis.

b. One accelerometer located on the wall of the vessel at one vent
diameter below the vent exit, with the sensitive axis horizontal.

,

c. One accelerometer located on the vessel support ring which is used

to secure the test vessel to the concrete basemat. ;

Chugging " Source" Pressures - Pressures (up to 3) in the pool were measured

using fast response pressure transducers having specifications similar to those
used for the wall pressure measurements. These transducers were supported
with 3/4-in diameter wands projecting radially into the pool througS the walls'

of the vessels at a point one vent diameter below the exit of the vents. The

radial positien of these probes was mid-way between the wall and the outside

diameter of the vent pipe.

Vent Static Pressures - Vent static pressures were measured in up to three
,

vents with fast response transducers which were mounted flush with the inside

surface of the vents and approximately 8 vent diameters above the vent exits.
,

These transducers were protected against thermal transients.

Vent Water Levels - Vent water levels were measured in up to three vents using

a coupled conductivity probe system. Twenty-four probes were provided per

vent, spaced 3-in apart along the length of.the vent, starting 1-in above .

the vent exit.

Dryvell Pressure - The fluctuating component of the drywell pressure (caused
by the rapid condensation during a chug) was measured with a fast response

piezoelectric pressure transducer installed in the drywell wall.

2-7
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i 2.3.2 System Data
!
!

; Wetwell Airspace Measurements - The wetwell airspace pressure was measured with
I a differential pressure transducer referenced to ambient. A mercury barometer
! - was used to measure the atmospheric pressure and convert gauge pressure to

i

absolute values. The temperature in the airspace was measured with a thermo-*

couple extending approximately 4-in into the airspace and several feet above
.

the nominal pool surface.

Steam Mass Flow Rate - The steam mass flow rate into the.drywell was kept-constant4

by using a choked flow control valve at the drywell vessel. . Standard orifice
meters were designed in accordance with ASME practice (see Reference 6). The-

steam pressure at the inlet to the meter was measured with a pressure trans-"

,

ducer referenced to ambient, and the temperature was measured with a thermo-

couple installed in the steam line. The pressure drop across the orifice was
measured with a differential pressure transducer, using condensate pots to ensure

constant static levels on each leg of the transducer.
1

Pool Temperature - The pool' temperature.was one of'the controlled system param-
eters and the measurement used to define pool temperature was!taken from the

] thermocouple which was located at vent mid-submergence elevation and several

f inches from the pool wall (see Paragraph 2.3.1).
;

"
Air Mass Flow Rate - Air mass flow rate to the drywell was measured with turbine

i
! meters. Three turbine meters were available to cover the range of flow rates

required in the test matrix. The pressure and temperature of the air supply

:i
to the turbine meters were-measured with a pressure transducer.and thermocouple,

'

respectively.

| Drywell Measurements - In addition to the-fluctuating pressure component measured
9-
3 as principal data, the average drywell pressure and temperature were also mea-
j. surediusing a pressure transducer'and thermocouple.
1

-

1

l
i
!
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Vent Submergence - The vent submergence (water depth above the vent exit) was

controlled during the tests. Pool level was measured using a differential
pressure transducer connected between the wetwell airspace and the pool. The
vent submergence was determined from the total pool depth data and measured

vent clearance.

In addition to the instruments discuased above, the test operator had various

panel meter readouts and pressure gauges available to assist in setting and
controlling te,et conditions. Although data from these indicators were not

used in any data reduction procedures, they did provide a check on the opera-
tion of the data acquisition system.

2.3.3 Instrument Calibration and Measurement Accuracy

All of the pressure transducers and thermocouples used for principal and system

data collection were calibrated in accordance with the schedule and procedures

outlined in Reference 5. Table 2-3 shows the calibration accuracy for the

major instruments used for principal and system data collection. The column
headed " Total Measurement Accuracy" includes the effects of individual instru-

ment calibration accuracy, data acquisition system accuracy and short-term gain

stability. The last column in Table 2-3 shows the allowable tolerance band

on the average value of the measured or derived parameter over the test duration.
If the average of the parameter measured during a test fell outside the tolerance

band, the test was repeated.
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Table 2-1,

SCALED MULTIVENT TEST PROGRAM - PilASE 2 TEST CEOMETRIES

Pool to
Vent Number Vent Wetwell Drywell Vent Vent Vent

Geometry Geometry Dia of Length Dia volume Clearance Submergence Area
Code * Numbers ** (in) Scale -Vents (ft) (in) (ft3) (in) (in) Ratio

,

! R '15- 10.02 5/12 1 17 44 190 60 60 19.3

"
S 16 10.02 '5/12 1 9.7 44 195 60 60 19.3

T '17 6.06 1/4 1 .9. 0 27.25 41.5 36 36 20.2'

-

,

.U- 18 2.32. 1/10' 19 9.5 -44 46.5 14 14 18.9

NV- ~19 3.83 1/6 7 8.7 44 77 23 23 18.9
8

''f h
rr u

-o. .*See, Table 4-2 for use of Geometry Code. $ '

' **Ceometries 1 through 14 were tested in Phase 1 (See Reference 1) y [
" I

i

,

'
L

,

'. I

.

5

|

:
,

I t

!

-+ | , b $
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Table 2-2

PROTOTYPICAL MARK II CONTAINMENT GEOMETRY PARAMETERS'

Parameter Reference Dimension

Vent Diameter 24 in

Vent Length 42 ft

Drywell Volume 2655 ft / vent

Vent clearance 12 ft

Vent Submergence 12 ft

Pool to Vent Area Ratio 19.5

.
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Table 2-3 L

INSTRUMENT LIST

Instrument Total Tolerances
Identi- Calibration Measurement On Set

Measured Parameter fication* . Instrument Type Accuracy Accuracy Rise Time Conditions

Steam Supply Pressure Caugepg 10.5 psi 1.0 psi - -

Pressure and Transducer;

Orifice Meter Differential
Differential- P2 Pressure t 0. 5" 11 0 10.6" II 0 - -

2 2
Pressure Transducer

Steam Supply
Tl Thermocouple 12*F 14*F - -

Temperature

Steam Flow F1 Orifice Meter 12% 16% - 110% z
tui

Air Supply ressure Cauge
P3 0.5 psi 11.0 psi - - fPressure and Transducer u"

U T2 Thermocouple 12*F 14*F - -

'

p

Airflow F2 . Turbine. Meters 15% 110% - 10%

Drywell Average. Pressure Cauge
p4 0.5 psi 23 psi - -

Pressure- and Transducer

Drywell Instan- ressure
P5 10.5 psi il psi <2 msec -

.taneous Pressure' Transducer

'Wetwell Airspace Pressure Cauge
P6 10.5 psi il psi - 2 psiPressure- and Transducer

Pool Wall Pressurepy,g 10.5 psi il psi <50p see -

Pressure Transducer

Source" ressure"

.P13-15- 0.5 psi. 11 psi <50p see -

Pressure Transducer

es eP16-18 0.5 psi il psi <50p see -
- s *



- _

Table 2-3

INSTi<UMENT 1.lST (Cont inued)

Instrument Total Tolerances

IdentI- Ca1ibration Measurement On Set
Measured Parameter fication* Instrument Type Accuracy Accuracy Rise Time Conditions

** T3 Thermocouple 4*F 1.8*F < 10 see -

Tempe ra tu re

Wetwell Airspace
T4 Thermocouple i4*F i10*F < 10 sec -

Temperature

Pool TS-16 Thermocouple 14*F i 8*F <1 sec 1I5*F
Temperatures

Coupled Cond.
Vent Water Level Cl-3 Probes (24 per - 4" < 2 msec -

g
vent) y

Wetwell Water Differential 4y

4 1.evel L1 Pressure i1.5" 11 0 13" - 13" Average g2u Transducer e
e

4Pool Wall
Al Acceler meter 5% 110% ** -

Acceleration

Basemat
A2 Accelerometer 5% 210% ** -

Acceleration

Vent Accelerometer A3-5 Accelerometer iS% 110% ** -

*See Figure 2-8
** Frequency response of 5 kilz.
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j. DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION PROCEDURES

In this section data acquisition and reduction procedures are described.

3.1 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM AND PROCEDURES

The data acquisition system used for recording the test data is shown in
Figure 3-1. The signals from the various instruments were conditioned and ampli-
fled to give a 25 volt full-scale output. The slow response transducer signals
listed in Table 3-1 were routed directly via a 64-channel multiplexer to the A/D
converter. The fast response transducers listed in Table 3-2 were recorded on
a 28-channel FM tape recorder. The reproduce side of the tape recorder was
connected to the multiplexer and an oscillograph. The oscillograph output was

used for visual monitoring of the data being recorded on the FM tape recorder.
Al signals were low-pass filtered prior to data recording consistent with
elimination of aliasing during digitization.

The signals from the A/D converter were fed via a microcomputer (DEC LPAll)
to a PDP 11/70 minicomputer. After the data were on the PDP 11/70 they could
be manipulated and displayed on both video and hardcopy terminals. The low
response transducer signals were digitaized at a rate of 15 Hz in real time,
that is during the actual test. Key test parameters such as steam mass flux,

pool temperature, steam air-content, etc were processed on-line during the test
and displayed in engineering units at the data acquisition station. This allowed
real time monitoring of the key test parameters. At the start of a typical test,
the operator set the required test conditions using analog displays of the sys-
tem temperatures, pressures and flow rates. The actual test conditions set were
monitored using the real time capability of the data acquisition system. After
the test parameters were adjusted within specified tolerances a test was
initiated.

At the start of the test, a calibration sequence was followed which, starting

from zero volts, input a set of known voltages into the signal conditioning /
amplifier system (input at the same point as the raw transducer signal). Based

on this sequence, the computer automatically obtained the zero offsets and gains

3-1
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of all the channels and flagged out any malfunctioning channels. After comple-
tion of the calibration sequence, test data were recorded for a duration of
about 100 seconds. As mentioned earlier, the slow response signals were

digitized and input directly to the PDP 11/70, and the fast response channels
were recorded on the FM tape recorder. Selected fast response channels

were also digitized in real time from the output side of the tape recorder.
At the completion of the data recording, time plots and mean values of the key
test parameters for the duration of the test were produced. Time plots of the
selected last response channels were also produced to aid in data checking.

3.2 OVERVIEW OF DATA REDUCTION

As described previously, the signals from the slow response channels (listed in
Table 3-1) were digitized and input to the PDP 11/70 minicomputer in real time
during a test. These channels were digitized at a rate of 15 Hz per channel.
This digitization rate was picked because the frequency response of the instru-
ments connected through the slow response channels was less than 5 Hz.

The data from the slow response channels, which consisted mainly of pool
temperatures and system data, were reduced to engineering units and the average
values over the test duration were stored for data plotting and display

purposes.

The fast response channels (listed in Table 3-2), recorded on the FM analog
tape recorder, were digitized at a convenient time after the test. The digiti-

zation rate for these f ast response channels was 10,000 Hz per channel. The
fast response channel data were then reduced to give pool wall pressure
s t a t is t ic s . Details of the data reduction procedure used for obtaining the

statistics is described below.

3.3 WALL PRESSURE DATA REDUCTION

The wall pressure data were reduced to obtain statistics for the peak over-
pressures (POP), peak underpressures (PUP) and the period between chugs (tp).
Obtaining these statistics involved locating the individual chugs in a given

wall pressure trace and then determining the above-mentioned parameters.

3-2
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A typical chug wall pressure trace is shown in Figure 3-2. The chug begins

with an initial underpressure caused by the rapid condensation and the resulting

decrease of the pressure inside the steam bubble at the vent exit. This under'-

pressure is usually followed by an overpressure spike caused by the bubble

collapse. The pressure spike is in turn followed by oscillations in the pool

wall pressures known as the "ringout". This ringos:- is the response of the

pool and the vent to the bubble collapse process. In many conditions (especially

at lower steam fluxes) the ringout decays and wall pressure trace goes back to

the zero level before the next chug, as shown in Figure 3-2.

A simple algorithm was developed to detect chugs in the pool wall pressure trace

and obtain the POP, PUP, and the time at which the POP occurred for each chug.

This algorithm works in the following manner. A mean signal level was first

computed by averaging the wall pressures over a period r,, which was greater '

than the duration of a chug (see Figure 3-2). A chug was detected when the

pressure signal deviated from the mean level by an amount greater than an input

threshold - point A in Figure 3-2. After a chug was detected, the maximum and

minimum pressures, i.e., the POP and PUP within a specified ringout time window

were obtained. The time at which the POP occurred was also recorded. In the

case of the chug shown in Figure 3-2, the POP and PUP would correspond to points

B and C, respectively. Note that the PUP is not necessarily the initial under-

pressure preceding the positive pressure spike.

This algorithm had three operator-specified parameters - the averaging period

r,, the threshold value and the ringout time window r . The averaging period

was selected to be greater than the chug duration and sufficiently long to obtain

a good mean signal level. The threshold value was set such that it was 1.5 to

2 times larger than the peak-to-peak value of the noise. The ringout window

was chosen by examining the wall pressure trace and determining the time between

the initial depressurization and the point where the ringout decayed to below

the threshold value.

The normal procedure folicwed in using this algorithm was to first examine the

wall pressure trace and choose the three above-mentioned parameters. The
algorithm was then run on several seconds of the pressure data to check (visually
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on a video terminal) that the values of the parameters chosen did indeed result

in the successful detection of all the chugs present in that duration. If the

results were positive, the chug finding algorithm was then run for the entire
duration of the test or until 300 chugs were detected, whichever occurred first.

This algorithm was only run on the pool bottom elevation pressure trace, and the
time of occurrence of the POP as well as the magnitude of the POP and PUP for

individual chugs were recorded. From these, the mean values and standard devia-

tions for the POP, PUP and tp (time interval between successive POPS) were
computed.

In the other five pool wall pressure traces, POP, PUP and the time of occurrence
of the POP were obtained by scanning only those portions of the trace which

corresponded to the time window within which a chug was found to occur at the
wall bottom location. Using this procedure considerably reduced the time

recuired to process these other pool wall pressure traces.

The pattern of the " classic" chug is illustrated in Figure 3-3. Here,.at the

start of the chug, the vent is dry and both pool and vent static pressure

decrease. This is caused by the rapid condensation occurring at the vent exit

which reduces the pressure in the steam bubble and induces an increased steam
flow in the vent which, in turn, reduces the vent static pressure. The bubble

collapse produces the spike in the wall pressure trace. At some point, the

condensation at the vent exit is reduced drastically causing a positive pres-

sure wave to propagate up the vent causing the vent static pressure to increase,

From then on, both the pool and vent ring at their respective natural frequencies.

Due to the impedance mismatch at the steam water interface, the vent rings at

its natural frequency whereas the pool wall pressure ringout contains components

from both the pool and vent ringout. The character of the pool wall presstre

signal does not always follow that of the " classic" chug, however. In some

tests, the pool wall pressure signal shows an almost continuous oscillation at

or near the vent acoustic frequency, as seen in Figure 3-4. In this case there

is no water entry into the vent following the chug and the pool and vent pres-

sure traces have the same general pattern. This behavior was noted in Phase I

(see Reference 1) and was even more evident in the Phase 2 data, especially for

the larger vent sizes at low subcooling and high steam mass flux.
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The chug-finding algorithm was applied to all the data in Phase 2, both
classical chugging and the oscillating type. In the latter type, the mean

POP, PUP and chug period are much more sensitive to the threshold and ringout
period than for classical chugging. The results of the computerized chug-
finding routine were checked for each test to ensure that the correct threshold
and ringout had been applied.
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j' Table 3-1
'

SLOW RESPONSE CliANNELS* INPUT DIRECTLY TO COMPUTER

Direct Direct

Instrument LPA Channel Instrument LPA Channel

[ Lair Pressure 28 Mid-Submergence 4 Temperature 48 '

,Wetwell Pressure ** 29 Mid-Submergence 5 Temperature 49
,

Steam Supply Pressure 30 Pool Top Temperature 50

Drywell Pressure 31 Steam Supply l' Temperature 51

, Water Flow Rate 34 Steam Supply 2 Temperature 52

: Steam Flow Rate ** - 35 Remote Steam Supply Temperature 53

! Pool Level ** 37 Coolant Inflow Temperature 54

Pool Bottom Temperature 38 Coolant Outflow Temperature 55

.

Mid-Clearance Temperature 39 .Wetwell Airspace Pressure 56 4
un >

i -$s Exit Elevation 1 Temperature 40 Drywell Temperature 57 g

[Exit Elevation 2 Temperature 41 Mid-Submergence 3 Temperature ** 58

Exit Elevation 3 Temperature 42 Remote Steam Flow Rate 59

Exit Elevation 4. Temperature 43 Remote Steam Pressure 60

Exit Elevation 5 Temperature 44 Master Reference Voltage' 61 -

Mid-Submergence'l Temperature '45' Air Flow Rate 62

Mid-Submergence'2 Temperature 46 Air Supply Temperature 63'

* Signal. conditioning' amplifiers band-limited from DC to 3 Hz.
'**Also recorded on analog magnetic tape.

,
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Table 3-2

FAST RESPONSE CilANNELS* RECORDED ON ANALOG TAPE

LPA Channel LPA Channel
(from tape Tape (from tape Tape

Instrument reproduce side) Channel Instrument reproduce side) Channel

,

Bottom Wall Pressure [0] 16 Vent'l Level [13] 13

Vent 1 Static Pressure [1] 1 Vent 2 Level [14] 14

Vent 2 Static Pressure [2] 2 Vent 3 Level [15] 15
'

' Vent'3 Static Pressure [3] 3 Vent Wall Acceleration [19] 18

Vent 1 Source Pressure [4] 4 Baseplate Acceleration [20] 19

Vent 2 Source Pressure [5] 5 Fast Wetwell Pressure [18] 17 %

fLVent.3 Source Pressure [6] 6 Vent 1 Acceleration [21] 20
Nu

g Vent'1' Wall Pressure [7] 7 Vent 2 Acceleration [25] 21 3
on

Vent 2 Wall Pressure .[8] 8 Vent 3 Acceleration [26] 22 y
"

Vent 3 Wall Pressure [9] 9 Slow Wetwell Ptessure** [32] 24

Mid-Submergence Wall Steam Flow Rate **. [33] 25
Pressure' .[10] ,

10
Pool Level ** [36] 26

i Mid-Clearance Wall Mid-Submergence 3
Pressure- [11] 11

Temperature [47] 27
Fast Drywell Pressure- [12] 12

* Signal conditioning amplifiers hand limited from DC to 3 kilz.
**These low response channels also secorded digitally and band limited from DC to 3 Itz,

_ _ _ _ - . . - _ _ __
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4. TEST MATRIX

The test matrix used for the Phase 1 baseline geometries (1, 3, and 7 vents

at 1/10 scale and 1 and 3 vents at 1/6 scale) and the five Phase 2 geometries

is shown in Table 4-1. Limitation of the steam supply set the maximum steam

mass flux for the Phase 2 geometries to 10 lbm/sec-ft2, except the 1/4-scale

single vent geometry.

The test conditions were chosen based on the requirements of two scaling

approaches, Mach scaling and Froude scaling, as discussed in Reference 4

These approaches result frcm choosing different sets of parameters to non-

dimensionalize the system of equations governing the motion of the steam and

water during chugging.

Since no single scaling approach will satisfy all aspects of the chugging

phenomenon, the test matrices were made sufficiently broad to cover a wide

range of flow and thermal conditions. With the single vent tests performed

over a wide range of scales in the Scaled Multivent Test Program, this

strategy provided sufficient data to evaluate the effects of scale on the

chugging phenomenon and demonstrate the applicability of the subscale multi-

vent effects to full-scale.

The data comparisons which can be made among the Phase 1 and Phase 2 geom-

etries are displayed in Table 4-2. Geometries A, K, P and U provided the

1/10 scale data at 1, 3, 7 and 19 vents, respectively. Geometries J, M

and V provided the 1/6 scale data for 1, 3, and 7 vents. Single vent data

at four scales were obtained from geometries A, J, T and S. The data on

the effect of vent length on chugging were obtained from geometries R and S.

4-1
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Table 4-1

TEST MATRIX FOR PHASE 1 AND PHASE 2
GEOMETRIES * 1, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19*

Prcssure
(psia) Froude Scaledt 14.7 45

Steam Mass 0.1,0.2 0.1,0.5, 0.2,1, 0.5,1,2,4, 1,4,10**

Flux 0.5,1,2 2 4 8,10**,16*** 16***
,

(1bm/sec-ft')

Air Content (%) 0 0.1,0.2, 0 0 0.1,0.2,

0.5 0.5

Tenperature 90, 130 90 90,130 90,130, 130

(*F) 160,200

Number of Tests 100 90 60 244 93

Total Number of Tests: 587

tFroude scaled pressure is obtained by multiplying the full-scale pressure
(45 psia) by the scale factor.

*See Reference 1 and Table 2-1 for description of test geometries.
** Steam mass flux of 10 lbm/sec-ft2 for Geometries 15, 16, 17, 18, 19.

*** Steam mass flux of 16 lbm/sec-ft2 for Geometries 1, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17.

Table 4-2

PHASE 1 AND PHASE 2 DATA COMPARISONS

Geometries * Purpose

A, K , i , 'J Baseline 1/10 scale single and multivent data

J,M,V Baseline 1/6 scale single and multivent data.

A,J,T,S Effect of scale on single vent chugging.

R, S Effect of vent length at 5/12 scale.

|

| *See Reference 1 and Table 2-1 for geometry descriptions.

|
,
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5. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ON
SINGLE VENT DATA AT FOUR SCALES

The data from the 1/4 and 5/12 single vent geometries along with data from
the Phase 1 1/10 and 1/6 scale single vent geometries are discussed in

Subsections 5.1 through 5.3 in terms of the ef f ect on chugging of the

thermodynamic parameters-steam mass flux, pool temperature and steam air

content. The 5/12 single vent data for the effect of vent length on chug-

ging are presented in Section 5.4

The data in the following Subsections are for tests at a wetwell airspace

pressure at 45 psia (" Mach scaled"). The data are presented in terms of the

mean peak overpressure (POP), mean peak underpressure (PUP) and chug fre-

quency (inverse of the =ecn period between chugs t ). The mean values are

defined as the average of all values of the parameter found in a test run

using the chug-finding algorithm discussed in S'ibsection 3.3.

Pool wall pressure neasurements were made at six iccations for each test

geometry, but only data f rom the pool wall bottom elevation are reported.

The maximum pool boundary value of POP is observed at this location (see

Reference 1) and pressures at other locations are related to it in a fairly

constant fashion. Hence, trends at all other wall pressure meas'urement

locations will be similar to those for the pool bottom I? cation.

The control of test conditions such as steam mass flux, air content of the

steam, pool temperature, pool icvel and freespace pressure was very good, and

generally well within the tolerances given in Table 2-3. The actual ranges of

these parameters are given on each data plot.

.

Although chugging at the two larger scales (1/4 and 5/12 scales) is similar

to that in.1/10 and 1/6 scales, there are some differences due to scale in

the trends of mean POP, PUP and chug frequency with the various test param-

eters. These differences will be pointed out when the appear in the data

plots, but explanations for the cause of such variations will be reserved
t

for the final report.
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5.1 EFFECT OF STEAM MASn FLUX

a

The ef f ect of steam mass flux on single vent chugging at four scales is

presented in this Subsection. Steam mass flux is one of the most important
test parameters and affects both the amplitude and frequency of chugging.
Figures 5-1 through 5-7 are traces of the pool wall pressure, vent static
pressure, drywell pressure and vent water level for the 1/4 scale vent at
several steam mass fluxes, 45 psia wetwell airspace pressure, 130*F pool

temperature and zero steam air-content.
|

At a steam mass flux of 0.5 lbm/sec-ft the chugs are of low amplitude with

the water completely clearing the vent before the next chug occurs (Figure 5-1).

As the steam mass flux is increased to 4 lbm/sec-ft the amplitude of the,

chug increases, as do the vent and drywell pressure fluctuations (Figures 5-2,
5-3 and 5-4). Occasionally a rapid condensation event occurs while water is
still in the vent (at approximately 47.35 seconds in Figure 5-2 and 12.8 sec-
onds in Figure 5-4, for example). However, such an occurrence does not result
in very significant pressure fluctuations at the pool wall.

At steam mass flux values above 8 lbm/sec-ft the chug amplitude does not

increase markedly, and the signal at the wall becomes interspersed with
periods of fairly regular os:lllations at the vent acoustic frequency of
45 Hz (Figures 5-5, 5-6 and S-7). Also, during these periods of regular

oscillation there is usually no water reentry into the vent, indicating that
,

the steam-water interface oscillates near the vent exit.

The variations in mean POP, PL*P and chug frequency with steam mass flux are
,

displayed * in Figures 3-8, 5-9 and 5-10 at a pool temperature of 130*F and
in Figures 5-11, 5-12 and 5-13 at a pool temperature of 160*F. The data

trends shown in these figures are~similar for all four scales.

*The 5/12-scale data are for the standard vent length -- Geometry S.

>
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In the two smaller scales, the trend in POP shows a slight flattening as the

m.2ss flux increases from 2 to 4 lbm/sec-ft This behavior is more pronounced.

at the larger scales and both the 1/4 and 5/12 scale vents show a distinct
reduction in the POP at about 2 to 4 lbm/sec-ft , followed by a rise as the

steam flux is further increased. This reduction in pool wall pressure

coincides with a change in the character of the condensation process at the
vent exit from discrete chugging to the more oscillatory behavior mentioned

earlier. Figures 5-14 and 5-15 are composites of the pool wall pressure for
the 5/12 scale vent over a range of steam mass flux values at pool temperatures

of 130*F and 160*F. Both figures clearly show this transition.

Chug frequency increases with steam mass flux for all four scales.

The trends in mean POP, PUP and chug frequency with steam mass flux at sol

temperatures of 90*F and 200*F are similar to those displayed here.

5.2 EFFECT OF POOL TEMPERATURE

5.2.1 Pool Temperature Distribution

The nominal pool temperature was defined as the temperature measured at-the

mid-submergence elevation and at a radial location of r/D = 0.37, where r is
the radial position of the probe measured from the center of the wetwell and

D is the wetwell diameter. For the single vent geometries, there were 11

other temperature measurement locations which were used to determine the depth-
wise and circumferential temperature distributions within the pool.

As described in Subsection 2.1 in a given test a fixed pool temperature was

maintained by circulating coolant water through the pool. Under all test con-

ditions the circumferential distributions of temperature were uniform (measured

at the vent exit and mid-submergence elevations). This uniformity indicates

that the number and locations of water supply and distribution points were

adequate and did not result in any measurable flow distortions.in the pool.

5-3
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The pool temperture profiles f or the 1/4 scale single vent are shown in
'

i Figures 5-16 and 5-17 at nominal pool temperatures of 90*F and 160*F for
-

ii
1 I

several steam mass flux values. As shown, the distributions are uniform except
that the botte= of the pool tends to be slightly cooler than at the higher

I

clevations at low steam mass flux and higher pool temperature. At 5/12 scale 1-

(Figures 5-18 and 5-19) there is considerable depthwise stratification in
9

the pool, even at higher mass flows. For example, at 4 lbm/sec-ft' and a
nominal pool temperature of 160*F, the temperature at pool bottom and up to r

f the mid-clearance elevation is essentially at the coolant supply temperature.
The degree of stratification is reduced as the steam mass flux is increased

,

,i indicating an improvement in the pool mixing due to normal chugging. This
observation of pool stratification is consistent with the transition to the
oscillatory chug behavior discussed in Subsection 5.1.

;

5.2.2 Effects of Pool Temperature

i

The effect of pool temperature on mean POP for the single vent geometries at'

! several steam mass fluxes is shown in Figures 5-20 through 5-23. In general,

the data trends are similar at all four scales with the magnitude of the
i

mean POP decreasing with increasing scale. It is seen that for steam mass
o

; flux < 3 lbm/sec -f t', the mean POP reaches a maximum in the 130*F to 170*F,

pool temperature range. In the 16 lbm/sec-ft steam mass flux (Figure 5-23),
the mean POP shows a continuous increase with increasing pool C'mperature.

j

I Finally, regardlecs of the steam mass flux, the mean POP is expected to
i decrease as the pool temperature approaches the saturation te=perature.
|

,

The effect of pool temperature on mean PUP is shown in Figures 5-24 through r

( 5-27 for the four single vent gecmetries. Again, the data crends are similar.
at all scales, with the mean PUP decreasing with increasing pool temperature

,

' 2
; at steam m.ss fluxes < 8 lbm/sec-ft However, at the higher steam mass.

i fluxes, mean PUP remains nearly constant over the range of pool temperatures
!

!

! tested.
!
!

!
:

i

|

|
|

|
t
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Pool temperature does not have a significant ef fec t on chug f requency f ar
the single vent geometries (Figures 5-28 through 5-31) at any steam mass
flux, although there is a slight trend to a maximum in chug frequnecy in the

range of 100*F to 150*F for the higher mass fluxes.

The effect of pool temperature on chugging for the 1/4 scale single vent at a
,

mass flux of 4 lbm/sec-ft~ is shown clearly in Figures 5-32 through 5-35 and

at 16 lbm/sec-ft in Figu:es 5-36 through 5-39. At the lower mass flux the

chug amplitude reaches a maximum at 130*F pool temperature. Also, the dry-
well and vent pressure fluxtuations and the water reentry into the vent are

maximum at this temperature for th 4 lbm/sec-ft steam flux. At a steam mass
,

flux of 16 lbm/see-ft' the pool bottom pressure signal keeps increasing to the

maximum temperature, consistent with the trend in mean POP (Figure 5-23).

At the 90*F pool temperature (Figure 5-36) drywell depressuri:ations are some-

what arratic and the vent static pressure shows an almost continuous oscilla-

tien at vent acoustic frequency. As the temperature increases the drywell

pressure fluctuations become more regular with a larger amplitude indicating

a strong, rapid condensation at the vent exit.

In sum =ary, pool temperature influences chugging in a similar way for the

single vents at four scales. At steam mass fluxes < 8 lbm/sec-ft the mean

POP shows a maximum at a pool temperature of about 130*F to 150*F followed

by a decrease as the pool temperature approaches saturation. At a steam mass

flux of 16 lbm/sec-ft for the thrse smaller vents, the POP shows a continuous

increase up to the maximum pool temperature tested. Mean PUP generally

decreases with pool temperature at all scales for steam mass fluxes < 8 lbm/

sec-ft independent of pool temperature at higher steam mass fluxes. Pool,

temperature has little effect on chug frequency.

5.3 EFFECT OF STEAM AIR CONTENT

? The baseline chugging data were obtained using steam having negligible

accunts of air or other non-condensibles (estimated to be less than 20 ppm).

To study the effect of non-condensibles in the steam on chugE ng, tests werei

run at several steam fluxes with steam air-content up to 0.5% by mass at a

5-5
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pool temperature of 130'F and at 45 psia wetwell airspace pressure. Figures 5-40

through 5-45 show the mean POP, PUP and chug frequency data for the single vent
geometries at steam mass flux values of 4 and 16 lbm/sec-ft (only the three

smaller scales were tested at the higher steam mass flux).

| As expected, mean POP and PUP decrease with increasing steam air content at
constant steam mass flux and pool temperature. At the lower steam mass flux
of 4 lbm/sec-ft there does not appear to be an obvious trend in chug fre-
quency with steam air-content (Figure 5-42) whereas at 16 lbm/sec-ft the chug
frequency shows a decrease with increasing air content (Figure 5-45).

Data traces for the 1/4 scale vent at a steam mass flux of 4 lbm/sec-ft and
over the range of steam air-content are shown in Figures 5-46 through 5-49.
The introduction of a small amount of air (0.1% by mass) changes the pool

bottom pressure signal from chugging to a pronounced oscillatory behavior,
and also reduces the amplitude of the rapid condensation as evidenced in the
vent static and drywell pressure traces (Figures 5-46 and 5-47). Further

increases in air content result in continued reduction of pool wall pressure

amplitude, but the character of the signal remains the same. At the highest
air content (F!,gure 5-49) the drywell pressure fluctuations are quite small

~

and there is no water reentry to the vent.

These results are in agreement with those seen in other single vent chugging

tests (see Reference 1 and 7).

5.4 EFFECT OF VENT LENGTH

In the baseline single and multiple vent geometries of Phase 1 and Phase 2, the
vent length was maintained at approximately 9-ft. This length provided the

greatest utilization of the test vessels for assembling the different vent
geometries. One geometry in Phase 2 at 5/12 scale was selected to provide
data for evaluating the effect of vent length on chugging.

,

,

|
:
|
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In this subsection the results from the 5/12 scale geometry with a 17-ft vent

length (Geometry R) are compared with those for the 5/12 scale geometry with
the 9.7-ft vent length (Geometry S). Plots of mean POP, PUP and chug frequency

as a function of steam mass flux, pool temperature and air content are used

to show the effect of the increased vent length. In addition, data traces of

the pool wall bottom elevation pressure, vent static pressure and drywell

pressure for these geometries are presented.

Figures 5-50, 5-51 and 5-52 show the mean POP, PUP and chug f requency data

as a function of steam mass flux for the two vent lengths at 130*F pool

temperature and zero steam air-content. The trends in POP and PUP are similar;

both vents exhibit a peak in chug amplitude at about 1 to 2 lbm/sec-ft steam

mass flux, followed by a decrease at 4 lbm/sec-ft As discussed in the.

previous section, this decrease in the mean POP and Pt:P at 4 lbm/sec-ft is

due to a transition from classical chugging at 1 to 2 lbm/sec-ft to an

oscillatory type chugging at 4 lbm/sec-ft .

For the longer vent, the mean POP and PUP remain nearly constant at the higher

steam mass fluxes of 8 and 10 lbm/sec-ft However, for the shorter vent,.

both the mean POP and PUP increased markedly at 10 lbm/sec-ft steam flux.
As shown later, the difference in the behavior of mean POP and PUP is due to>

the fact that the shorter vent reverts to classical chugging as the steam mass

flux is increased from 8 to 10 lbm/sec-ft Whereas the longer vent continues.

to exhibit oscillatory chugs at 10 lbm/sec-ft steam mass flux.

The mean chug frequency for the shorter vent shows an increase with increasing

steam mass flux. Such a monotonic trend is not observed at the longer vent.

The effect of pool temperature on mean POP, PUP and frequency at a steam mass
flux of 4 lbm/sec-ft are shown in Figures 5-53, 5-54, and 5-55. The effect

of pool temperature is shown as being similar for both vent lengths. This

was found to be true at all steam mass fluxes whre the nature of chugging

(classical type or oscillatory type) was similar for both vent lengths.

5-7
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2However, at 10 lbm/sec ft where the shorter vent shows classical chugging and
the longer vent shows oscillatory chugging, the effect of pool temperature on
mean POP and PUP is markedly dif f erent as seen f rom Figures 5-56 and 5-57.

For the longer vent, the mean POP and PUP remain nearly constant over the

range of pool temperatures tested. On the other hand, the mean POP for the
shorter ventpeaks at 130*F followed by a continued increase with further
increase in pool temperature. The mean PUP for the. shorter vent shows a 1

)

similar behavior. Pool temperature does not have a significant effect on the i

chug frequency (Figure 5-58) at this steam flux for the short and long vents.

The effects of steam air content on mean POP, PUP, and chug frequency for the

two vent lengths at a steam mass flux of 10 lbm/sec-ft and 130*F pool
temperature are shown in Figures 5-59, 5-60 and 5-61. Both POP and PUP

decrease with increasing steam air content for both vents, with the effect
' being more pronounced for the short vent for this mass flux. Steam air con-

tent does not have a marked effect on chug frequency, ar.d there is no obvious
dif ference in the values of chug f requency for the two vent lengths.

The most significant characteristic of the longer vent was a greater tendency
towards oscillatory type chugging compared with the shorter vent. For

instance, Figure 5-62 and 5-63 compare the data traces for the long and short
vents at a pool temperature of 160*F and steam mass flux of 2 lbm/sec-ft and

i Figures 5-64 and 5-65 make the same comparison at 160*F and 10 lbm/sec-ft .

For each set of thermodynamic parameters, the long vent has very strong,
i

regular oscillations at its acoustic f requency (approximately 25 Hz), whereas
the shorter vent shows chugging with ringout at its acoustic frequency (about

: 45 Hz).

Further evidence of this oscillatory behavior for the longer vent is seen in

the pool temperature profile plots of Figures 5-66 and 5-67. Here, for the

long vent the vertical stratification is more pronounced over a wide range of
'

2steam flux values than is the case for the shorter vent. At 10 lbm/sec-ft
'

steam flux, for example, the temperature at the pool bottom for the long vent

(Figure 5-66) is about 10*F higher than the coolant supply temperature,

!

5-8
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whereas for the short vent the temperature at pool bottom is 60*F higher than
the supply temperature (Figure 5-67). This increased temperature rise at

the pool bottom is indicative of the higher degree of pool mixing which is

obtained from the chugging behavior of the short vent versus the more oscil-

latory behavior of the long vent.

That this oscillatory behavior is not isolated to a single pool temperature or

steam mass flux is shown by the next set of data traces and pool temperature

profile data. Figures 5-68 and 5-69 compare the pool wall bottem elevation

pressure, vent static pressure and drywell pressure traces for the long and

short vents at a steam mass flux of 8 lbm/sec-ft and 130*F pool temperature.

Figures 5-70 and 5-71 show the corresponding pool temperature profile data.

Again, the long vent shows oscillatory pressure traces on the pool wall and in

the vent, and exhibits a greater temperature stratification in the pool.

In summary, increased vent length at 5/12 scale tends to provide chugging of

a more oscillatory nature than 1.. the case of the short vent. The trends in

mean POP, PUP and chug frequency with the thermodynamic parameters are gen-

erally similar between the two vent lengths. The magnitud of the POP, PUP

and chug frequency is slightly greater for the short vent than for the long

vent at the same thermodynamic conditions.

5-9
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The following Figures are GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PROPRIETARY

|
and have been removed from this document in their entirety.

i

Figure 5-1 Data Traces at 0.5 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux -
1/4 Scale Single Vent Tests'

,

Figure 5-2 Data Traces at 1.0 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux -

{
1/4 Scale Single Vent Tests

1 Figure 5-3 Data Traces at 2.0 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux -
i 1/4 Scale Single Vent Tests
4
.

Figure 5-4 Data Traces at 4.0 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux -
? 1/4 Scale Single Vent Tests

Figure 5-5 Data Traces at 8.0 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux -
1/4 Scale Singic Vent Tests t

Figure 5-6 Data Traces at 10.0 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux -
I 1/4 Scale Single Vent Tests e

Figure 5-7 Data Traces at 16.0 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux -
j ' 1/4 Scale Single Vent Tests
s

Figure 5-8 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottom Elevation withI

Steam Mass Flux and 130*F Pool Temperature - Single
Vent Tests at Four Scales

Figure 5-9 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottom Elevation with
Steam Mass Flux and 130*F Pool Temperature - Single

| Vent Tests at Four Scales
.

| Figure 5-10 Variation of Mean Chug Frequency with Steam Mass Flux
2 and 130*F Pool Temperature - Single Vent Tests at
! Four Scales

Figure 5-11 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottom Elevation with
Steam Mass Flux and 160*F Pool Temperature - Single

i

Vent Tests at Four Scales
,

!

| Figure 5-12 Variation of Mean PUF at Pool Bottom Elevation with
|

Steam Mass Flux and 160*F Pool Temperature - Single
Vent Tests at Four Scales'

|
Figure 5-13 Variation.of Mean Chug Frequency with Steam Mass Flux

and 160 F Pool Temperature - Single Vent Tests at:
! Four Scales
.

Figure 5-14 Pool Bottom Elevation Pressure Traces at 130*F Pool
Temperature and Five Steam Mass Fluxes - 5/12 Scale

{
Single Vent Tests

4
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Figure 5-15 Pool Bottom Elevation Pressure Traces at 160 F Pool
Temperature and Five Steam Mass Fluxes - 5/12 Scale
Single Vent Tests

Figure 5-16 Pool Temperature Distribution at Various Steam Mass
Fluxes and 90 F Pool Temperature - 1/4 Scale Single
Vent Tests

Figure 5-17 Pool Temperature Distribution at Various Steam Mass
Fluxes and 160 F Pool Temperature - 1/4 Scale Single
Vent Tests

Figure 5-18 Pool Temperature Distribution at Various Steam Mass
Fluxes and 90 F Pool Tanperature - 5/12 Scale Single
Vent Tests

Figure 5-19 Pool Temperature Distribution at Various Steam Mass
PLuxes and 160 F Pool Temperature - 5/12 Scale Single
Vent Tests

Figure 5-20 VariationofMeanPOPatPoolBotgomElevationwith
Pool Temperature and 4 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux -
Single Vent Tests at Four Scales

Figure 5-21 Variation of, Mean POP at Pool Botgom Elevation with
Pool Temperature and 8 lbm/sec-f t Steam Mass Flux -
Single Vent Tests at Four Scales

Figure 5-22 Variationof Mean POP at Pool Bottog Elevation with
Pool Temperature and 10 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux -
Single Vent Tests at Two Scales

Figure 5-23 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottgm Elevation with
Pool Temperature and 16 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux -
Single Vent Tests at Three Scales

Figure 5-24 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Botgom Elevation with
Pool Temperature and 4 lbm/sec-f t Steam Mass Flux
Single Vent Tests at Four Scales

Figure 5-25 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Botgom Elevation with
Pool Temperature and 8 lbm/sec-f t Steam Mass Fluxi

Single Vent Tests at Two Scales

Figure 5-26 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Botjom Elevation with
Pool Temperture and 10 lbm/sec-f t Steam Mass Flux
Single Vent Tests at Two Scales

i
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Figure 5-27 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottgm Elevation with i

Pool Temperature and 16 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux - 1

Single Vent Tests at Three Scales |

|

Figure 5-28 Variation of Meap Chug Frequency with Pool Temperature )
and 4 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux - Single Vent Tests i
at Four Scales

Figure 5-29 Variation of Meng Chug Frequency with Pool Temperature
and 8 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux - Single Vent Tests
at Four Scales

Figure 5-30 Variation of Mean Chug Frequency with Pool Temperature
2and 10 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux = Single Vent Tests

at Two Scales

Figure 5-31 Variation of Mean Chug Frequency with Pool Temperature
2and 16 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux - Single Vent Tests

at Three Scales

Figure 5-32 Data Traces at 90 F Pool Temperature and 4 lbm/sec-ft
Steam Mass Flux - 1/4 Scale Single Vent Tests

Figure 5-33 Data Traces at 130 F Pool Temperature and 4 lbm/sec-ft
Steam Mass Flux - 1/4 Scale Single Vent Tests

2Figure 5-34 Data Traces at 160 F. Pool Temperature and 4 lbm/sec-ft
Steam Mass Flux - 1/4 Scale Single Vent Testa

Figure 5-35 Data Traces at 200*F Pool Temperature and 4 lbm/sec-f t
Steam Mass Flux - 1/4 Scale Single vent Tests

2
| Figure 5-36 Data Traces at 90 F Pool Temperature and 16 lbm/sec-ft
|

Steam Mass Flux - 1/4 Scale Single Vent Tests

Figure 5-37 Data Tfaces at 130 F Pool Temperature and 16 lbm/sec-ft
Steam Mass Flux - 1/4 Scale Single Vent Tests

Figure 5-38 Data Traces at 160*F Pool Temperature and 16 lbm/sec-ft
| Steam Mass Flux - 1/4 Scale Single Vent Tests

Figure 5-39 Data Traces at 2000 F Pool Temperature and 16 lbm/sec-ft
| Steam Macs Flux - 1/4 Scale Single Vent Tests

Figure 5-40 Variation of Mean POP at Botgom Elevation with Steam
Air Content and 4 lbm/sec-f t Steam Mass Flux - Single

| Vent Tests at Four Scales

I
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The following Figures are GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PROPRIETARY
and have been removed from this document in their entirety.

Figure 5-41 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottgm Elevation with
Steam Air Content and 4 lbm/sec-f t Steam Mass Flux -
Single Vent Tests at Four Scales

Figure 5-42 Variation of Meag Chug Frequency with Steam Air Content
and 4 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux - Single Vent Tests
at Four Scales

Figure 5-43 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottop Elevation with
Steam Air Content and 16 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux -
Single Vent Tests at Three Scales

Figurs 5-44 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottop Elevation with
Steam Air Content and 16 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Tlux -
Single Vent Tests at Three Scales

Figure 5-45 Variation 6f Mean chug Frequency with Steam Air Content
2and 16 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux - Single Vent Tests

at Three Scales
2Figure 5-46 Data Traces at 0% Steam Air Content and 4 lbm/sec-ft

Steam Mass vlux - 1/4 Scale Single VentTests at Three
Scales

Figure 5-47 Data Traces at 0.1% Tesam Air Content and 4 lbm/sec-f t
Steam Mass Flux - 1/4 Scale Single Vent Tests

2Figure 5-48 Data Traces at 0.2% Steam Air Content and 4 lbm/sec-ft
Steam Mass Flux - 1/4 Scale Single Vent Test

Figure 5-49 Data Traces at 0.5% Steam Air Content and 4 lbm/sec-f t
Steam Mass Flux - 1/4 Scale Single Vent Test

Figure 5-50 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottom Elevation with
Steam Flux and 130*F Pool Temperature - 5/12 Scale Vents
at Two Lengths

Figure 5-51 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottom Elevation with
Steam Flux and 1300F Pool Tempertature - 5/12 Scale
Vents at Two Lengths

Figure 5-52 Variation of Mean Chug Frequency with Steam Flux and
130 F Pool Temperature - 5/12 Scale Vents at Two Lengths

Figure 5-53 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Botgom Elevation with
Pool Temperature and 4 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux -
5/12 Scale Vents at Two Lenghts
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!
Figure 5-54 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Botgom Elevation with ,

Pool Temperature and 4 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux - ,

5/12 Scale Vents at Two Lenghts !

'
i

| Figure 5-55 Variation of Heap Chug Frequency with Pool Temperature
i and 4~1bm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux - 5/12 Scale Vents
2 at Two Lengths
'

Figure 5-56 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottgm Elevation with
Pool Temperature and 10 lbm/nec-ft Steam Mass Flix -

1

5/12 Scale at Two Lenghts
f

Figure 5-57 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottgm Elevation with
; Pool Temperature and 10 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux -'

5/12 Scale Vents at Two Lenghts
j '

j

Figure 5-58 Varaition of Mean Chug Frequency with Pool Temperature
2and 10 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux - 5/12 Scale Vents

,

t

'

at Two Lengths

|

Figure 5-59 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottog Elevation with
Steam Air Content and 10 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux-

! 5/12 Scale Vents at Two Lengths
,

,

Figure 5-60 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottog Elevation with
Steam Air Content and 10 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux -|

'

f 5/12 Scale Vents at Two Lenghts

Figure 5-61 Variation of Mean Chug Frequency with Stean Air Content
2and 10 b1m/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux - 5/12 Scale Vents

i at Two Lengths
I '

f Figure 5-62 Data Traces at 160*F Pool Temperature and 2 lbm/sec-ft
Steam Mass Flux - 5/12 Scale Long Vent!

t

2
Figure 5-63. Data Traces at 160*F Pool. Temperature and 2 lbm/sec-ft

Steam Mass Flux - 5/12 Scale Short Vent
2Figure 5-64 Data Traces at 10 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux and 160 F

Pool Temperature - 5/.12 Scale Long Vent

Figure 5-65 Data Treces at 10 lbm/sec-t Steam Mass Flux and 160 F-
: Pool Temperature - 5/12 Scale Long Vent'

'.
: Figure 5-66 Pool Temperature Dsitributions at Several Steam Mass
j Fluxes and 160 F Pool Temperature - 5/12 Scale Long-

~

'

Venti
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i
,

j Figure 5-67 Pool Temperature Distribution at Several Steam Mass
! Fluxes had 160*F Pool Temperature - 5/12 Scale Short r

! Vent

Figure 5-68 Data Treces at 8 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux and
130*F Pool Temperature - 5/12 Scale Short Vent

q ,

Figure 5-69 Data Traces at 8 lbm/sec-ft Steam Mass Flux and
130 F Pool Temperature - 5/12 Scale Short Vent ;

;

i

Figure 5-70 Pool Temperature Distribution at 8 lbm/sec-f t Steam
Mass Flux and 130 F Pool Temperature - 5/12 Scale Long ,

Vent |

Figure 5-71 Pool Temperature Distribution at 8 lbm/sec-f t Steam
Mass Flux and 130 F Pool Temperature - 5/12 Scale Short
Vent

!
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6. TESTS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF MULTIVENT
DATA AT 1/10 AND 1/6 SCALE _

As an extension to the data base generated in Phase 1, two additional multivent'

geometries were tested in Phase 2 (19 vents at 1/10 scale and 7 vents at 1/6
scale). Phase 2 multivent data are presented in this section and compared with

the single and multiple vent geometry data at the same scales obtained in

Phase 1.

The effects of steam mass flux, temperature, and steam air content on multivent

chugging are presented in Subsection 6.1. These effects are displayed through

the use of data traces of the pool wall bottom elevation pressure, vent static

pressure, drywell pressure and vent water level for the single and multivent

geometries. Also, quantitative effects are shown through crossplots of mean

POP, PUP, chug frequency and the multivent multiplier. The multivent multiplier

is defined as the ratio of the mean POP for a multivent geometry to the mean POP

for the corresponding single vent geometry at the same scale and for the same

test conditions and transducer location. The vent phasing in the multivent

geometry is examined in Subsection 6.2.

6.1 MULTIVENT POOL WALL PRESSURES

6.1.1 General Characteristics

Data traces for the 1/10 scale geometries are shown in Figure 6-1 through 6-4

for 1, 3, 7 and 19 vents, respectively, at a steam mass flux of 4 lbm/sec-ft ,

130*F pool temperature and zero air-content. The amplitude of the pool wall
bottom elevation pressure is seen to decrease in the multivent geometries, while

the number of chugs in these three second segments of data is slightly greater

for the multivent geometries than for the single vent geometry.

The vent static pressure trace in each of the figures was taken from the vent

circumferential1y adjacent to the pool wall bottom elevation pressure transducer

location. The magnitude of the vent pressure fluctuations is approximately the

same for the single and multiple vent geometries, indicating that the transient

flow induced in each vent during chugging remained constant.

6-1
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|The amplitude of the drywell pressure fluctuations and the height of water
reentry in the vent following the chugs decrease f rom the single vent to the |

J

multiple vent geometries.

Sample data traces for the 1/6 scale,1, 3, and 7 vent geometries are shown
in Figure 6-5, a-6, and 6-7 for the same test conditions as for the 1/10 scale
data traces discussed above, i.e. , vent steam flux 4 lbm/sec-f t , 130*F pool

temperature and zero steam air content. The behavior of the 1/6-scale geome- |

tries displayed in these data traces is similar to that for the 1/10 scale
multivent geometries.

<

6.1.2 Effect of Steam Mass Flux

The mean POP, PUP and chug frequency data for the 1/10 scale single and multi-

vent geometries as a function of steam mass flux at a pool temperature of 130*F
are shown in Figures 6-8, 6-9 and 6-10. The variations of mean POP and PUP

with steam mass flux are similar for the single and multiple vent geometries.
The highest wall pressures were obtained with the single vent geometry at all
steam mass fluxes tested. The mean POP and PUP for the 19 vent geometry lie
between the values for the 3 and 7 vent data. In each of the 1/10 scale geome-
tries, chug frequency increases with steam mass flux, with the mean chug
frequency for the multivent geometries being slightly higher than that for
the single vent geometry.

Figure 6-11 shows the multivent-multiplier for the 3, 7, and 19~ vent geometries
1/10 scale, at several mass flux values and a pool temperature of 130*F.at

The uncertainty bands for the multivent multiplier are shown on the plot.
These bands are indicative of the magnitude of uncertainty in the pressure
measurements and do not represent the random nature of the chugging process.

Figure 6-11 shows that the multivent multiplier is~less than unity for all the
multivent geometries over the range of steam mass fluxes shown. In tests with

steam mass flux less than 1 lbm/s-f t .the-multivent multiplier [is sometimes

. greater than unity. However, in all'such cases the magnitude of the mean POP
for the multivent geometry is less than the uncertainty in the pressure meas-
uring system-(approximately 1 psi) and'therefore, the magnitude of.the multi-

multiplier for those geometriesLand test conditions is highly uncertain.vent
6-2-
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It was shown f rom the Phase 1 data that multiple vents do n$t chug in phase,

and it was concluded that this phase difference accounts for the reduced

pressure amplitude at the pool wall for the multiple vent geometries. The
reasons for the slight increase in multivent multiplier at 19 vents will be
addressed in the final report.

The comparisons between the single and multiple vent geometries at 1/6 scale
as a function of steam mass flux are shown in Figures 6-12 through 6-14. The

trends in POP, PUP and chug frequency are the same at this scale as those for
the 1/10 scale geometries. The effect of number of vents on chug frequency,

is less pronounced at 1/6 scale than at 1/10 scale. The multivent multiplier
for the 1/6 scale, 3 and 7 vent geometries at several steam mass flux values
and a pool temperature of 130*F is shown in Figure 6-15. Again, the multivent

multiplier is less than unity, although the multivent multiplier for the 7

vent geometry is slightly higher than that for the 3 vent geometry at the

8 lbm/sec-ft steam mass flux, fer reasons to be discussed in the final

report.

6.1.3 Effect of Pool Temperature

The effect of pool te.perature on multivent chugging is shown in Figures 6-16
through 6-18 for the 1/10-scale geometries and Figure 6-19 through 6-21 for
the 1/6 scale geometries. Both sets ef data are for a steam mass flux of

4 lbm/sec-ft and zero steam air-content. The trends of the mean POP, PUP

and chug frequency with pool temperature for the multivent geometries are

the same as those for the single vent geometry at both scales. Mean POP and
PUP are smaller for the multivent geometries than for the corresponding single

vent geometry, and the chug frequencies are higher.

Multivent multipliers for the 1/10 and 1/6 scale geometries are shown in

Figure 6-22 and 6-23 at a steam mass flux of 4 lbm/sec-ft The multivent.

multiplier is less than unity for all cases, and again, the 19 vent geometry

shcws a slightly higher multivent multiplier than the 7 vent 1/10 scale data
at each pool temperature. In this steam mass flux, the multivent multiplier

decreases with increasing number of vents at 1/6 scale.

6-3
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6.1.4 Effect of Steam Air-Content

Trends in the mean POP, PUP and chug f requency with steam air-content are

shown in Figures 6-24 through 6-26 for the 1/10 scale geometries and in
Figures 6-27 through 6-29 for the 1/6-scale geometries for a steam mass flux

of 4 lbm/sec-ft The mean POP and PUP decrease with increasing steam air
.

content for the multivent geometries just as for the single vent geometry.
Chug frequency is not significantly affected by steam air-content. The multi-

vent multipliers for the 1/10 and 1/6 scale data are shown in Figures 6-30

and 6-31. Again, the multivent multiplier is less than unity over the range
of steam air-content tested.

6.1.5 Summary

In general, the character of the wall pressure signal for the multiple vent
geometries is the same as that for the single vents at 1/10 and 1/6 scale.
Trends in mean POP, PUP, and chug frequency as a function of the main thermo-

dynamic parameters (steam mass flux, pool temperature, and steam air content)
are similar for the single and multivent geometries. The magnitudes of the
PCP and PUP for multiple vent geometries are smaller than the POP and PUP for

the corresponding single vent geometry under the same test conditions.

6.2 VENT PHASING

The three vent geometries tested in Phase 1 showed that not all vents chugged

in a given pool chug. Further, the bubble collapses at the individual vents

did not occur precisely at the same time - the average time delay between the
3

bubble collapse at the first and last vent in a given pool chug was found to
be around 20 msec. Only three vents in the Phase 2 multivent geometries were
instrumented with vent static pressure and vent water level transducers
necessary for determination of vent phasing. Therefore, it was not possible
to obtain quantitative phasing data such as those obtained in Phase 1. How-

ever, some qualitative phasing information can be obtained by examining the
vent pressure and water level data.

6-4
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Figure 6-32 shows the pool bottom pressure trace and the static pressure

traces for the three instrumented vents in the 1/10 scale 19 vent geometry

1 lbm/sec-f t steam mass flux and 130*F pool temperature. It is seen that

for a given pool chug indicated by the pool botice preaaure, vent pressure
:

oscillations do not occur in all three vents. Since vent pressure oscilla-

| tions are produced by the bubble collapse at the vent exit, the lack of vent t

pressure oscillations in a vent during a pool chug indicates that bubble t

! collapses do not occur at all vents in a given pool chug. For example, in

Figure 6-32, the pool bottom pressure shows that a pool chug occurred at
around 42.3 seconds. However, none of the three vent static pressures show

I any oscillations. Therefore, it can be concluded that at least these three

vents did not have bubble collapses in this pool chug.

.

Further, for pool chugs where all three instrumented vents show vent pressure

oscillations, the vent pressure oscillations are not in phase. This indicates

that the bubble collapses at the individual vents do not occur at precisely

the same time.

The pool bottom pressure and the static pressures in the three instrumented

venta at a steam mass flux of 4 lbm/sec-ft are shown in Figure 6-33. At this

higher steam mass flux it is seen from these traces that all three vents

participate in a greater number of pool chugs compared with the 1 lbm/sec-f t
steam mass flux condition (Figure 6-32). This is again consistent with the

observations made from the Phase 1 data where it was observed that the per-

centage of pool chugs in which all vents participate increases with increasing

steam mass flux. In Figure 6-33 that the vent static pressure oscillations

in the three vents are observed out of phase indicating non-simultaneous

bubble collapses.

The occurrence of non-simultaneous bubble collapses at individual vents,

however, does not preclude the synchronization of the gross chug. This is

because the time window within which the bubble collapse occurs at individual

vents in a given pool chug is much smaller than the period between pool chugs.
Figure 6-34 shows the data traces for the 1/6 scale 7 vent geometry at

6-5
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1

8 lbm/sec-ft steam mass flux and 130*F pool temperature. Distinct pool chugs
are observed in the pool bottom pressure trace at nearly regular periods. 1

IFurther, the drywell pressure shous regular depressurizations corresponding
to each pool chug, followed by repressurizations. These regular oressure
fluctuations in the drywell pressure indicate that the condensation events at
the various vents are synchronized in a gross sense (if the condensation-

events at the various vents were totally random in time, the drywell depres-
surizations vould be irregular and small in magnitude).

|

Hence, in closing, qualitative examinacion of the static pressures in the
i three instrumented vents indicate that not all vents participate in a given
,

] pool chug, although the percentage of pool chugs where all the vents partici-
pate increases with steam mass flux. Further, the vent static pressure

oscillations are not in phase indicating that bubble collapses at individual
vents are not simultaneous. F,inally, it appears that the gross chug is
synchronized.

,

,

1
|

|

l

|

|

|
'
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The following Figures are GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PROPRIETARY
and have been removed from this document in their entirety.

,

i

Figure 6-1 Data Traces - 1/10 Scale Single vent test

Figure 6-2 Data Traces - 1/10 Scale 3 Vent Test

Figure 6-3 Data Traces - 1/10 Scale 7 Vent Test

Figure 6-4 Data Traces - 1/10 Scale 7 Vent Test
<

Figure 6-5 Data Traces - 1/6 Scale Single Vent Test

Figure 6-6 Data Traces - 1/6 Scale 3 Vent Test
,

Figure 6-7 Data Traces - 1/6 Scale 7 Vent Test

Figure 6-8 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottom Elevation with
'

Figure 6-9 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottom Elevation with
! Number of Vents - 1/10 Scale Single and Multivent Tests
,

Figure 6-10 Variation of Mean Chug Frequency with Number of Vents -
1/10 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-11 Multivent Multiplier (Mean POP) at Pool Bottom
Elevation - 1/10 Sdale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-12 Varaiation of Mean POP at Pool Bottom Elevation
with Number of Vents - 1/6 Scale Single and Multivent
Tests

Figure 6-13 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottom Elevation with
Number of Vents - 1/6 Scale Single and Multivent Tests ,

Figure 6-14 Variation of Mean Chyg Frequency with Nubmer of Vents -
1/6 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-15 Multivent Multiplier (Mean POP) at Pool Bottom Elevation -
1/6 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-16 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottom Elevation with s

Number of Vents - 1/6 deale Single and Multivent. Tests

Figure 6-17_ Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottom Elevation with
Number of Vents - 1/10 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-18 Variation of Mean Chug Frequency with Number of. Vents -
1/10 Scale Single'and Multivent Tests

-
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The following Figures are GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PROPRIETARY |
and have been removed from this document in th..ir entirety.

!

Figure 6-19 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottom Elevation with 1

Number of Vents - 1/6 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-20 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottom Elevation with
Number of Vents - 1/6 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-21 Variation of Mean Chug Frequency with Number of Vents -
1/6 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-22 Multivent Multiplier (Mean POP) at Pool Bottom Elevation -
1/6 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-23 Multivent Multiplier (Mean PCP) at Pool Bottom Elevation -
1/6 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-24 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottom Elevation with
Number of Vents - 1/10 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-25 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottom Elevation with
'

Number of Vents - 1/10 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-26 Variation of Mean Chug Frequency with Number of Vents -
1/10 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-27 Variationof Mean POP at Pool Bottom Elevation with
Number of Vents - 1/6 Scale ' Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-28 Variationof Mean PUP at Pool Bottom Elevation with
Number of Vents - 1/6 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-29 Variation of Mean Chug Frequency with Number of Vents -
1/6 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-30 Multivent Multiplier (Mean POP) at Pool Bottom Elev.-t h a -
1/10 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-31 Multivent Multiplier (Mean POP) at Pool Bottom Elevation -
1/6 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

Figure 6-32 Data Traces at 130*F Pool Temperature and' 1?.lbm/sec-f t
Steam Mass Flux - 1/10 Scale Vent Test

Figure 6-33 Data Treces at 160'F Pool Temperature and.4 lbm/sec-fc
~

Steam Mass Flux - 1/10 Scale 19 Vents Test

Figure 6-34 Data Treces at 130*F Pool Temperature and 8 lbm/sec-ft
Steam Mass Flux - 1/6 Scale 7 Vent Test
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Phase 2 of the Scaled Multivent Test Program has extended the data base for

single and multivent chugging obtained in Phase 1 and provided the additional
data necessary for meeting the program objectives.

In Phase 2, data were obtained on single vent chugging at 1/4 and S/12 scales.
These data were compared with the 1/6 and 1/10 scale single vent chugging data

obtained in Phase 1. The major conclusion drawn from this comparison is that
the trends in mean POP, PUP and chug frequency with the important thermo-

dynamic parameters - steam mass flux, pool temperature and steam air-content,
are similar at all four scales. The magnitude of mean POP decreases with

increasing scale, whereas the magnitude of the mean PUP is about the same at
all four scales. The mean chug frequency is not affected by scale at lower

steam fluxes. At higher steam mass fluxes (> 8 lbm/sec-f t ) there appears to
be a trend with scale where the mean chug frequency decreases with scale.

From the data at 5/12 scale for two different vent lengths, it was found that

the longer vent geometry had a greater tendency to produce oscillatory-type

chugging. Although this tendency towards more oscillatory chugging in the
longer vent geometry produces some differences, the overall trends of the
mean POP, PUP and chug frequency with the important thermodynamic parameters

were similar for the long and short vent geometries.

The two multivent geometries tested in Phase 2 were the 1/10 scale 19 vent

and the 1/6 scale 7 vent. It was found that the magnitude of the wall pres-

sures produced by chugging in these multivent geometries was lower than that
in the corresponding single vent geometries. That is, the multivent multi-

plier was less than unity. The variatiot. af the mean POP, PUP and chug

frequency with the important thermodynamic parameters for the multivent
geometries were similar to those for the corresponding single vent geometries.
These findings are consistent with the Phase 1 multivent data.
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In closing, the Phase 1 and Phase 2 tests have resulted in the generation of a ,

1

bread and comprehensive data base on single and multivent chugging. This data
,

base, along with the analyses in progress will provide the necessary justifi-
cations for the bounding nature of single cell chugging wall pressures.

.

+

|
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